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 SPLAT Unconference  Report: Top 10 Idaho Library  Trends  

 

by Kate Baker, Melody Sky Eisler, Ruth Funabiki, Gena Marker, Liesl Seborg and Amy Vecchione

The Special Project Library Action Team (SPLAT) offered a unique preconference at the Idaho Library Association (ILA)

annual conference in October 2010. Rather than a formal presentation, this preconference was an “unconference” (see

trend #9 below) created to share the top tech trends of the moment. Unconference learning takes place in a casual,

peer-to-peer environment. After the event, SPLAT members compiled a list of the top trends generated by participants.

Below are the trends, tools, and technologies that were discussed either at the SPLAT unconference, or at recent SPLAT

meetings. All of the websites specified in this list have a free version or a free version for educators. 

1. Boise Public Library “Gadget Garage”

Boise Public Library started a great program this year with the generous support of their Friends of the Library and managed

by their Services and Technology Team (SATT). It is called Gadget Garage and the purpose is to help staff learn more

about new technologies by having the ability to check out equipment and play with it for a couple of weeks. Items that are in

the Gadget Garage include iPads, Kindles, MP3 players, Flip video cameras, iPod Touches, etc. Hopefully, this trend will

expand to other libraries. This is a great use of Friends of the Library money.

 

Words from SATT: "The Gadget Garage was designed to fulfill a perceived need for hands-on access to new and

emerging technologies by Library! employees.  It is hoped that the availability of these items will allow staff to become

increasingly familiar with said technologies, better equipping them to answer both patron questions, and to satisfy their

own urgent curiosity."

2. Technology Coaching Program

At Boise Public Library! at Collister, library staff noticed that patrons needed one-on-one training to become technologically

literate. Some amazing staff from the library came up with the "Tech Coach" program. Staff used volunteermatch.org to find

community members who could volunteer for the library and offer one-on-one training in one-hour sessions. There have

been times when this program booked up weeks in advance! 

During the sessions patrons can learn more about the Internet, email, social networking, basic computer skills, Microsoft

Office, Internet searching skills, etc. The Tech Coaches do not, however, do IT work for the patrons. The feedback from

customers who have used the program has been phenomenal as well. The best part of the program besides promoting

technological literacy is that the community is truly helping the community. If you would like to learn more about this program

and how to implement at your library, email Melody at meisler@cityofboise.org

3. Machinima

Machinima is filmmaking within a real-time, 3-D virtual environment like Second Life. The American Library Association

recently used this new medium in a Banned Books Week contest. You can see the videos that were created with Machinima

for Banned Book Week here: http://www.oif.ala.org/oif/?p=1684. Consider holding a Machinima workshop at your library!

4.Symbaloo
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Symbaloo is a social bookmarking site (similar to Delicious). This tool allows users to create any number of “webmixes” to

keep track of bookmarks to different sorts of sites. What makes Symbaloo so awesome is the visual manner in which it

displays bookmarks and RSS feeds. Another great feature is that links can be opened right in Symbaloo or in another tab. In

addition, because it’s a social site, it’s possible to search other people’s webmixes, often a time-saver. Currently, Shirley is

working on putting together a Symbaloo page for a Southwest Regional Idaho Library Association conference

roundtable that will include referenced links and provide a tangible example of how online community works in and benefits

libraries.

5. Mobile Everything For Libraries

From text message reference to mobile websites to library guides with new mobile settings, it was clear at the unconference

that mobile is the future! Our rapid-fire discussion explained techniques that people are using. Few libraries in Idaho see the

need for mobile websites or offering text message reference. Some say that their users don’t need or want it! We talked

about how providing these services brings new business into the libraries and reaches out to the users who are not

currently using the library.

Google Voice allows for a free phone number, and text messaging from any computer terminal.

Wirenode will build a mobile website based on any current site for free (up to 3 sites). Check out their pricing for more

info on what each rate covers.

Google Reader can also create a mobile-friendly version of a website. Check out the instructions on

LifeHacker.com.

6. Google Groups

Google provides a great service called Google Groups that allows anyone to form a group, create discussion boards, and

share documents. The groups can be private or public. This is a great way to connect people or do work projects, and keep

everyone working on a project in the loop! Plus, it’s free.

7. Alternatives to PowerPoint

Students, especially in schools, seem to be inundated by PowerPoint presentations, both for presentations they see and

those they’re required to create. All too often other presentation methods, specifically Web 2.0 applications, are overlooked

as options. If students are allowed to explore these options via their library or classroom, they learn to create, collaborate,

and share.

Prezi is an interactive whiteboard on which users can place text or embed images or video, then designate a path

through which those items are shown. Prezi then zooms in or out to navigate between the various items, keeping

audience members’ attention during a presentation.

Glogster is an interactive poster, or glog, on which users can embed images, video, audio, text, graphics (such as

backgrounds, borders, clipart), and links to websites. 

Animoto is website that allows users to create free, 30-second videos using images, video clips, and either their own

music or music they select from Animoto’s playlist. In three quick steps and about five minutes, users have a fun,

eye-catching video that includes built-in transitional effects. 

Xtranormal (or http://edu.xtranormal.com) is website that allows users to make their own animated cartoons using

preset scenes and characters. Those characters “speak” what is typed in the script for the movie, or recorded by the

creator’s own voice. Certain expressions, animations, and camera angles can then be added, all of which individualize

the video and make this cartoon website a fun way for students to present information.

 All of these Web 2.0 applications are free for the basic version and require the user to set up a free account prior to

creating the presentations.

8. QR Codes

QR or “quick response” codes have been utilized in manufacturing and transportation since
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the 1990’s. A QR code is a bar code that has been extended into two dimensions, with

increased capacity.  Recently, QR codes have moved into the library and information

mainstream. Mobile phones with cameras can interpret QR code data and carry users to

websites or other online information. 

QR codes are particularly appealing for library services because the code is open source

and, as a result, QR applications are as inexpensive as they are eye-catching. QR codes

can be placed on web pages, maps, business cards, and library shelves to provide instant

directions and research guidance.

A great Idaho source for guidance on creating and utilizing QR codes is found on a Boise State University LibGuide created

by SPLAT member Memo Cordova. CordovaonQRcodes outlines everything Idaho librarians need to get started with

these marvelous new tools.

Although QR codes have tremendous potential for use in libraries, they do require mobile camera technology. A recent

survey found that twenty percent of mobile phone users have “smart” phones. So, one caveat for QR applications in

libraries would be that QR codes may function best as supplemental or duplicate access points for library information and

services. 

9. Unconferences

Library employees are already so busy that the rapid fire nature of the unconference

makes them one of the best ways to learn about new trends and technologies an

informal environment. Since unconferences are user-centered, all participants are

encouraged to speak their minds and share the real issues they see in libraries.

Unconferences are places where participation is high and content is participant

driven. In an unconference setting, no formal presentations take place. The group

decides what they will talk about that day, vote on the topics, and then discuss.

Unconferences are fun and enjoyable learning experiences that encourage the

sharing of the latest ideas that participants can then bring back to their libraries. For

more unconferences check out THAT Camp and Info Camp. Know any others? Let

us know!

In the photo (above) from the SPLAT unconference you can see that “eBook

nightmares” won as a topic to discuss (hash marks are the votes) whereas “models

of ref service” garnered no votes.

10. Solutions to the eBook/eAudioBook Nightmare!

Libraries have a hard time providing access to the latest editions of eBooks. The problems range from licenses to device

specific issues. Here are some old and new solutions!

Project Gutenberg hosts over 30,000 eBooks that can be read on any device, including your PC

Google Books searches both new books and older ones. While you can only see a few pages of the new books, you

can see entire classics online due to their copyright free status in the public domain

Blio is the newest eBook app on the block. You can read any of their eBooks on any kind of device. Blio’s website

says that they simplify the eBook buying experience!

Unconference Conclusions

The SPLAT Unconference encountered some unforeseen scheduling difficulties. Several different start times and ending

times were published in the ILA registration materials and conference websites. Unconference participants vowed to remain
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flexible in the face of the confusion, and participants ended up with two distinctly different activities.

During the morning session, all participants met together in a single discussion group. Various library services topics were

proposed and then participants voted for the topics that most interested them. With the help of facilitator Shirley Biladeau

and timer Liesl Seborg, unconferencers discussed e-Book issues, library staff management, getting staff fired up about

using technology, and mobile trends. Participants returned for small group discussions in the afternoon. These sessions

were led by SPLAT members.

Overall we learned that an unconference is a fun, easy, and enjoyable way to share the information that normally happens

between sessions. Unconferencers were able to learn and share new information in a “speed dating for ideas” manner.

These were not “sage on the stage” learning activities; the unconference was participant-driven and led, making for a great

learning opportunity.

Additionally we learned that unconferences are in many ways like any other aspect of life or librarianship: do something,

learn from the mistakes that were made, and do it again making it better the next time. Some of those aspects would be to

make the unconference free, or as close to free as possible, and to communicate that well. Secondly, the timing was off –

being broken up by a lunch speaker as part of the rest of the conference. Thirdly, we would market it more than we did.

Regardless of the challenges, the unconference was a successful event, and we look forward to enjoying it a second time.

          

The Special Projects Library Action Team (SPLAT) acts "in the ‘crow's nest’ capacity, searching for innovation, proposing

and leading experiments and pilot projects, discovering new opportunities” (see About SPLAT). Please feel free to

contact any SPLAT member if you have questions or want to know more about any of these topics! You can find us on the

web at http://splat.lili.org, on Facebook, and on Twitter.

 

The Idaho Librarian (ISSN: 2151-7738) is a publication of the Idaho Library Association.
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 A Tale  of  Two Express  Units  

 

by Mary DeWalt

It was the best of times, it was the worst of times, it was time to try

“Ada Express!”  In 2008 Ada Community Library (ACL) received an

LSTA grant to offer a new method for off-site materials service. ACL’s

district is geographically vast, but unlike two other libraries in Ada

County, does not operate a bookmobile to extend its reach beyond

facility walls. Library board and staff began looking into alternative

methods of access and discovered a potentially workable solution in

the “E-CBU push button pickup box” offered by American Locker

Security Systems.   

The plan was that Ada Express would enhance library services by

taking library materials to convenient locations and allowing patrons

to pick up those materials according to their own schedules.  It would

provide an option for patrons who are unable to get to a library

branch during regular hours, as well as those who find the distance to

a branch, or perhaps parking and entering the branch once there,

problematic.  We believed it would:

build on traditional library service, effectively employing

technology to expand access.

offer a solution to overcoming existing constraints such as

location, facility size, and hours.

offer a convenient option for current library users who may have

access issues or are simply overscheduled.  

The library also believed that providing this type of service had the potential to increase the number of active library users.

Here is how it works today: The Ada Express locker units are located at convenient outdoor, well-lighted locations and have

an adjacent materials return box for convenient return of any library materials. Library cardholders go online, search the

online catalog, and request materials of interest through our regular reserve system. When placing the hold, they choose

“Ada Express–Victory” or “Ada Express–Star” as the designated pickup location. Alternatively, patrons without access to

computers can call the library and staff gather or reserve requested materials for off-site pickup. 

Once the materials are ready they are

checked out to the patron (allowing a few

additional days) and delivered Monday-

Friday to the appropriate off-site lockers and

are available for pickup 24/7. Upon delivery,
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the appropriate patron library card number is

assigned to one or more off-site lockers and

the materials secured inside. Patrons

receive a phone call or e-mail notifying them

that their requested items are available for

pickup.  Once at the Ada Express locker

unit, the patron enters the last seven digits

of the library card number into the keypad

and the door(s) automatically pop open so

the materials can be retrieved.  After a few minutes, the library card number is erased from the unit's memory and the locker

is available for the next delivery. This locker system requires only electrical access (amperage of a toaster) and a cement

pad to bolt the unit down. 

The library sought businesses in the community to host the locker units and found terrific partners in Paul’s Market for the

Victory Branch and Hope Lutheran Church for the Star Branch. The locations of the two Express units were chosen based

on both the distance to a library facility and an area’s population density. For example, the Star Express location on the

corner of Linder and State Street was chosen because it is exactly four miles from the Star Branch Library and four miles

from consortium partner Eagle Public Library, positioned for convenient access by district residents in that immediate area

and for those to the north who might find it inconvenient to drive to the Star Branch.  A Geographic Information System (GIS)

analysis authorized by the library board a year later confirmed this supposition. Residents in the area between Star and

Eagle were not driving west and, in fact, their pattern of driving east often sent them to the Eagle Public Library (EPL) for

materials pickup, impacting an already busy EPL.  

The story behind the location of the Ada Express Lake Hazel unit is

slightly different. The Lake Hazel area of our district is actually only a

little over two miles from our existing Victory Road facility, but the area

has experienced a population explosion and significant housing

development. Because of this growth the Victory Branch has

experienced significant capacity issues in areas including parking,

programming, and shelf space. Something needed to be done to

increase capacity or to take some pressure off of that branch. The

aforementioned GIS also confirmed our observations about this area.

The Lake Hazel area indeed has the highest density of population,

but the analysis also noted, to our surprise, that it holds the highest

percentage of the population that are not currently library patrons.

 We believed that increased access to materials might also increase

area cardholders.

The unit located at the Paul’s Market on the corner of Five Mile and

Lake Hazel Roads in the southwest area of our district was an

immediate hit, with usage so high the lockers were constantly full and

at times materials requested for the lockers needed to be kept at the

Victory Branch for pickup instead. It remains incredibly

popular. Because of this high usage, valuable GIS demographic data,

and enduring capacity issues at Victory branch, staff and board are now in the process of opening a fourth full service ACL

library branch in the Lake Hazel Village. In a recent survey the library conducted to gather input about the Lake Hazel

Branch plan, one respondent noted: “Complete and utter excitement! This is going to be right down the road from us! We

love to use the Ada Express dropbox at Lake Hazel, too.”
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Whether the Ada Express Lake Hazel unit will remain outside the new branch for 24/7 access or be moved to yet another

underserved area of our district remains to be determined. And while the Ada Express Star unit still has not experienced the

level of usage as that of Lake Hazel, we still believe there is great potential for increased usage at that location with

increased marketing of the service.  

Mary DeWalt is the Director of Ada Community Library. Please contact ACL if you are interested in “footnote” content.

The Idaho Librarian (ISSN: 2151-7738) is a publication of the Idaho Library Association.
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 Interview with  E-Resources Librarian  Lindsay Wyatt  

 

by Ellie Dworak

This month’s column is a change of pace.

Instead of writing about a technology topic,

I’ve decided to interview Boise Public Library

E-Resources Librarian Lindsay Wyatt. I

hope you enjoy the column!

Question: Tell us what an e-resources

librarian does. What does your day look

like? What are your responsibilities?

Officially, I’m the electronic resources and

business librarian here at BPL, which is a

fancy way of saying that in addition to doing

regular librarian stuff--manning the reference

desk, teaching computer classes, and

talking with folks about using our computers

and other online resources--I also manage our database licenses: shopping, trialing, negotiating contracts, and reviewing

usage stats. THAT’S a fancy way of saying that I do the paperwork and make lots of excel sheets to make sure we can

afford to purchase databases, make lots of phone calls to our reps and vendors, and take questions from the public and

staff about all of our electronic resources. One project I’m really excited about right now is a team I’m serving on to purchase

the library’s first eBook subscription through Overdrive that will let our customers check out and download eBooks to their

Nooks, Kobos and Sony eReaders. It should be starting up officially in the late fall, and I know it will be a big hit!

Another big part of my job (and my most favorite!) is being the business librarian. That means that I get to be the library’s

resident expert on small business data. It involves lots of talking with small business entrepreneurs and local business

support organizations about the library and all the great business resources we have here and all the help we can offer to

find data and help gather information for business planning and market development. In a typical week, I might meet with a

small business person looking for help finding information for their business plan (industry and market analysis,

demographic research, or industry benchmarks) or to start a marketing campaign, attend or give a presentation at one of the

local business resource centers (Small Business Administration, SCORE, or the Chamber of Commerce), or do some formal

or informal, on-the-fly training for our staff or walk-in customers about how to use and locate our business resources. One of

the things that surprised me most about my job here at BPL is that cultivating relationships with people--business clients,

regular library customers, other librarians, or staff at BPL or other libraries or vendors is one of my favorite things. Getting to

know people and building connections with them is such a huge help to getting things done, and it’s much more fun working

with people who aren’t complete strangers.

Question: Wow, it sounds like your job is part reference librarian, part acquisitions librarian, and part techie. Did I
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miss anything?

Nope--you got it just right!

Question: What's your favorite part of your job? What's the part that you have to do but don't love?

Even though it’s a big, important part of my job, managing my electronic resources budget and keeping track of all the

details that are associated with getting (and keeping) our databases up and running is definitely the most challenging part of

my job. I’m not naturally detail-oriented and I don’t particularly like having to deal with the administrative and legal aspects of

purchasing electronic resources, but it’s been a wonderful learning experience for me that has forced me to develop skills

that I haven’t had the chance to use much in my professional life and learn about electronic resources in a much more

in-depth way.

Question: Tell us a bit about your career path. How did you become an e-resources librarian?

During my interview presentation for my current job, one of the librarians here at BPL asked me why I thought I was qualified

for the position when I didn’t have any previous experience working with the business community or managing electronic

resources. To this day, I am grateful he asked; it helped me share with all the staff here the experience I have that does

qualify me to have the job (critical thinking and research skills, broad familiarity with online resources, enthusiasm for

learning and for teaching others about library resources and research, etc.) and presents a good lesson for folks new to the

profession or thinking about trying out a different area of expertise. Every area of librarianship (and really many other

careers), includes important skills that can often be transferred to other more specialized areas (i.e., structuring searches in

different ways to make databases return useful results). If there is an area of librarianship you’re interested in, but you feel

like you don’t have the EXACT right skills for the job, take another look at the skills and experience you DO have in a

broader way, and you might be surprised at the strengths you can bring to a new endeavor.

Question: This is great advice. You mentioned to me when we spoke that you worked at Lewis & Clark State

College. Had your plan as a graduate student been to work in an academic library? Or were you hoping to get

back into public libraries?

I didn’t have much of a plan after graduation other than to get a job (or jobs) that would broaden my experience as much as

possible. I actually ended up working in California at the Sausalito Public Library as my first post-MLIS job as a library

assistant. It’s such a small library that I had the opportunity to do lots of different things, from web design and teaching

computer classes to the public and other City staff to circulation, tech services, and acquisitions. My takeaway for your

readers from that experience would definitely be don’t be too close-minded about the title of any jobs you are

considering--you can learn an amazing amount in any position, no matter what your title is. As far as Lewis & Clark College

goes, I ended up there because I really wanted to come back to Idaho to be closer to my family, but there wasn’t anything

available in Boise. The position as an Assistant Professor/Librarian was available, and seemed both like a good step up and

an opportunity to develop more skills (managing a department, collection development, teaching, liaising with faculty, etc.),

so I went for it and they hired me. There are things I enjoy about both types of libraries. Working with the students and the

general academic environment in academic libraries is fantastic, but so is the variation and variety of the work in the publics.

I’m enjoying my time at BPL very much and I hope to stay here for quite a while, but I wouldn’t be opposed to working in

academia again.

Question: Do you have advice for young librarians-to-be who would like to become an e-resources librarian?

If someone is thinking about being a librarian without having much (or any) experience in the field, I would advise them to

forget everything they know or think they know about the profession. Librarianship has and continues to undergo many

changes at all levels, from what types of questions we get to how we communicate to the very notion of what information is.

If you have an idea that it will be a career that will allow you to be in a quiet setting surrounded by books all day long, you

will be extremely disappointed at the reality. Although there are different specialties and different types of libraries one could
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work in that may include various degrees of the fantasy, the folks who will succeed in the profession will have a willingness

to learn and experiment. They will know how to fall forward when a new service or product fails. They will be able to

communicate with and relate to many different types of people (staff and customers) in high- and low-stress situations. They

will be unafraid of public speaking and promoting themselves and their library’s skills and programs, and most importantly,

they will be people who look to solve problems rather than wait to be told what to do.

Question: Speaking of which, how did you come to be a librarian? Is this your first career? First career choice?

I spent a lot of time in the library growing up, and ended up moving practically across the street from the Ada Community

Library in high school. After a few attempts, I was lucky enough to land a job as a page there (hat tip to Cheri Rendler!). I

really enjoyed the job, mostly because of the wonderful people I worked with (some of whom I am thrilled to be very close

with today) and I stayed there through high school and all of college. When I graduated, I thought it would be fun to stay in

the field, but I was a little tired of doing the same thing all day in circulation (at this point I was an Library Assistant), so I

applied to a few library schools and ended up going to the University of Arizona in Tucson . After that, I worked in a small

public library in Sausalito, California, doing a little bit of everything (and also working with some AMAZING people that I

admire very much and am in contact with today), then moved to an academic library in Northern Idaho at Lewis Clark State

College where I managed circ, worked the reference desk, and did library instruction classes. I have been lucky enough to

have many different experiences in libraries--I’ve worked in nearly every type of library doing everything from outreach

(talking to groups of 100 high school students about where to find good information about sexual reference questions) to

staff training (organizing fire extinguisher training for my student workers at LC) to setting up the launch of our eBook

service (coming in November) here at BPL. There is much more than meets the eye to librarianship, and if you’re up for it, it

can be a pretty exciting profession to be involved in.

Ellie Dworak is Librarian/Assistant Professor and Coordinator of Reference Services at Boise State University 's

Albertsons Library.
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 How to Become a Library  Activist  

 

by Sue Bello

Like many places around the country, last spring Boise Schools faced budget cuts, and more budget cuts. Strike one came

when we were down to each of our libraries only receiving a $1,000 book budget for all the students. I showed our

administrators what a $1,000 stack of books looks like for a school. They said to prepare for a $0 budget next year.

I went to our fundraising group, the Boise Public Schools Education Foundation, to share the bad news and create a

plan of action. We organized car washes, dinners, garage sales, and book fairs, created a public service announcement,

and received donations from teachers, parent-teacher organizations, community organizations, students, and families. We

met with the major’s office and the public library director. All of a sudden a group of teachers and librarians had become

advocates and even reluctant activists.    

Then strike two came. We were told that elementary or classified library staff not covered by contract (or 80 percent of our

library media staff) would be cut to part-time without benefits. These are people who make ten to fifteen dollars an hour,

who have worked for the district for up to 20 years, who are often the breadwinners of their families, and who work for the

benefits. This was a low point. Strike three was coming and our libraries would be closed.  

Our teacher-librarians drew up talking points for their principals detailing the importance of having a school library open all

day. I asked the elementary staff to ask their principal how they could do even more at their school to keep their job and

benefits and to keep the library doors open. This was a Friday. By Monday, television stations were asking questions,

parents were calling the superintendent, and that night the school board asked that the proposal regarding library staff cuts

be taken off the table.  

Finally people are beginning to see what libraries are to our neighborhoods, why we need staff, why we need new

resources, how libraries are a big part of what makes a community school work. And we are asking for their help, which

makes them feel more invested in their library.

The fundraising we started last spring has snowballed.  Our public service announcement runs often, and parents fill our

wish lists of what we need the most. We’ve been featured on the ALA blog and NPR. This hopefully short-term fundraising

business has become another full-time job.  

I’m proud of our staff and what we’ve accomplished. We’re not out of the woods yet and I don’t think we ever will be. Still,

our staff knows each other better, and we have learned to work with our teachers and principals more effectively. We won

the Library Media Program of the Year award from the Idaho Library Association, though it is really our library community

that deserves the acclaim.  

Sue B. Bello is the Library Media Programs Coordinator at the Boise School District. 
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 Keeping Up  

 

by Gina Persichini

Busy: It’s what we are. Last year, according to the Idaho Public Library Statistics, Idaho libraries had 8.6 million visitors to

their buildings. That’s a 7 percent increase over the previous year. Things aren’t slowing down, and those statistics are

limited to public libraries and on-site visitors. Add to that all the phone calls, emails, and website transactions. 

Now consider the rate of change we experience in our work lives. New technologies are introduced all the time, new

reference tools come along, standards are updated, guidelines are tweaked, and staff changes and shortages make

keeping up with it all a pretty daunting task. 

So, how do we do it?

First, repeat aloud: “It is impossible to know it all.” There’s too much out there. Even so, we have a professional

responsibility to know what’s going on in the library industry. Personally, I rely on others to keep me informed. This would be

a great method if I had a staff of personal research assistants, but since that letter to Santa hasn’t been answered yet,

here’s how I cope:

LibIdaho. The LibIdaho mailing list is perhaps the easiest of the ‘keeping up’ options: an email list to which people send

information. It might be announcements about grant opportunities, continuing education events, or articles about something

new for libraries. It’s a low-volume list without too many messages in a single day, so it doesn’t take long to read the subject

line and scan the content.

ILA. My membership in the Idaho Library Association gives me reduced registration rates to the ILA Annual Conference and

the regional conferences held each spring. At these events, I can learn about new technologies, get programming ideas,

and even learn tips for managing a library.  I find it useful to attend in person because it takes me away from everyday

distractions so I can focus on absorbing new information.

ALA. Membership in the American Library

Association gives me access to journals in

the library field that keep me informed. My

American Libraries magazine covers current

trends in the field. Within ALA, the

newsletters from the Divisions I participate in

go further with informative articles focused

on my areas of interest. Beyond the print

publications, a number of ALA Divisions and

Round Tables host blogs with very current

information. Reading those online is no extra

charge, so I can even monitor some of the
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Divisions of which I’m not officially a

member.

AL Direct. American Libraries, the publication of the American Library Association, publishes a weekly electronic digest of

news and information from the library community. It is automatically sent by email to personal members of ALA, but others

can subscribe to it by going to http://americanlibrariesmagazine.org/aldirect. The beauty of AL Direct is that it picks up

news from blogs, ALA Divisions, and more and pulls it together in one piece. Delivered weekly, it becomes my go-to source

when I don’t have time for anything else.

LiLI Databases. Through LiLI-D, I can subscribe to an email update (or RSS feed) for journals of interest to my field.  An

email with the article titles and links to read the full text arrives in my email regularly once it is set up.  This saves me time in

finding information about topics for which I’d like to keep informed. It’s like an automated personal assistant collecting all the

current news for me.

Waiting Rooms. Sometimes those articles I find in LiLI-D or that get shared on LibIdaho get saved for downtime. While

waiting for an appointment, it’s not uncommon for me to pull out my folder with these saved articles. That’s not to suggest

every moment sitting still should be spent keeping up with library trends, but it’s not a bad option for passing time in a

crowded waiting room when someone else has snagged the only copy of People.

Changes in the library field aren’t going to stop taking place, and keeping up is important so I can be ready to roll with

changes as they are introduced.  No single person can know everything going on all the time, but it does help to have at

least read the headlines.

Gina Persichini is the Networking Consultant at the Idaho Commission for Libraries and a member of the Idaho Library

Association’s Executive Board as ILA's representative to ALA Council.  
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 The Reader’s  Advisory  Handbook [Review]  

 

Reviewed by Erica Littlefield

The Reader’s Advisory Handbook

Edited by Jessica E. Moyer and Katie Mediatore Stover

Chicago:  American Library Association, 2010

ISBN: 978-0-8389-1042-9, Softcover

232 pages, $55

Would you like to learn how to read a book in 10 minutes? Do you need to put on

a storytime for adults? Are you interested in creating themed booklists? All these

topics and more are covered in The Readers’ Advisory Handbook, a new book

from the American Library Association, edited by Jessica E. Moyer and Katie

Mediatore Stover.  

Moyer and Stover have packed a lot of great information into this slim volume.

 The book’s twenty-two chapters are divided into five general subjects that each

have a bearing on reader’s advisory: “Getting to Know Your Materials,”

“Reviewing and Evaluating Materials,” “Marketing, Promoting, and Sharing

Materials,” “Programming,” and “Expanding Readers’ Advisory Services.” The varied topics make the book useful for

everyone from new librarians to seasoned library veterans.

My favorite chapter was the first one: Jessica Moyer’s “How to Read a Book in 10 Minutes.”  Librarians often develop their

own personal method for “speed reading” so they can keep up with their collections and research in the field, but Moyer

breaks the process down into eight basic steps. She also provides a worksheet to accompany the process. I just had to give

her method a try, so I picked a random book off the shelf by an author I didn’t know. After walking through her ten-minute

process, I was surprised at how much I remembered about the book.  

The other standout chapters include “Adult Storytime” by David Wright and “Passive Readers’ Advisory: Bookmarks,

Booklists and Displays” by Lissa Staley. Wright’s tips for planning an adult storytime are spot-on. He details how to choose

stories, gives pointers on the reading itself, and includes information on offering a storytime for teens. Staley’s chapter is

particularly helpful because her information about creating bookmarks and brochures for readers’ advisory can also be

applied to other things, like publicizing library services and events. Another helpful feature in the book is the inclusion of a

list of resources at the end of most chapters.

Readers’ advisory is at the heart of what public libraries are all about, and this book is a great resource for librarians looking

to beef up or refresh their reader’s advisory skills. This helpful new handbook will have appeal for any librarian who reviews

and selects materials, works at a public service desk, or is responsible for library programming. A must for all public, school,
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and academic libraries.             

Erica Littlefield is a Youth Services Department Head at Twin Falls Public Library. A native Idahoan, Erica is currently

pursuing her MLIS degree as part of the SWIM Cohort through the University of North Texas.
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Reviewed by Margie Ruppel

The Pony Express Trail: Yesterday and Today

William E. Hill (Author), Wayne Cornell (Editor)

Caldwell, Idaho: Caxton Press, 2010.

ISBN: 978-0-87004-476-2, Paperback

360 pages, $18.95

The Pony Express Trail: Yesterday and Today is an informative, well-written

narrative of the Pony Express Trail’s contributions to communications between the

Eastern and Western United States, to American politics, to emigration, and to

mining. The author, William E. Hill, states that his primary goal in writing this book

is to expose readers to “the route, the stations and the words of those who used

the trail” (xvi).  Indeed, readers learn many interesting stories about the trail,

including that it proved the practicality of a central route West and that it helped

keep California in the Union during the Civil War.  

Hill, a retired teacher with degrees in history and secondary education, has also

written books about The Oregon Trail, The Lewis and Clark Trail, and the Santa Fe Trail. This book is the product of his

expertise and the information he collected while traveling these trails. His sources are mainly interviews with the Pony

Express riders and one of its founders, Alexander Majors. The Trail is further illuminated by the inclusion of five maps,

including a fold-out depiction of all 106 stations along the Trail.

   

While Hill describes the history of the trail, the riders, and their equipment in the introductory chapters, the book’s primary

focus is the stations along the trail. The largest section in the book, “The Mail Goes Through a Pictorial Journey Across the

Continent,” details each site on the trail. He uses passages from riders’ and travelers’ diaries  to describe the stations as

they existed during the historical period, includes a historical sketch or photo of each site, and inserts  photographs of the

sites’ present-day appearance. Some sites have changed in the last 150 years, but many sites look uncannily similar to the

historical image.

The book has further added value in the inclusion of supplementary documents: a chronological timeline of The Pony

Express’ development; an index; a concluding chapter that delineates folklore and fact about the Trail; a list of the stations

arranged by state; a chapter that lists Pony Express museums, visitor centers, and historic sites; a bibliography; and a list of

further reading. This book is highly recommended for all public and academic libraries that collect materials about the

western United States.  

Margie Ruppel is a Reference Librarian at Boise State University’s Albertsons Library.
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Reviewed by Spencer Jardine

Teaching Information Literacy: 50 Standards-Based Exercises for College

Students, 2nd Edition

Joanna M. Burkhardt and Mary C. MacDonald with Andrée J. Rathemacher

Chicago:  American Library Association, 2010

ISBN: 978-0-8389-1053-5, Softcover

152 pages, $52.00

Joann Burkhardt and Mary MacDonald’s Teaching Information Literacy: 50

Standards-Based Exercises for College Students, 2nd Edition seeks to support

the efforts of academic librarians to promote information literacy competency skills.

In a workbook-style format, the authors provide exercises designed to assist

library instruction practitioners. These ready-to-use exercises appear within clearly

delineated boxes accompanied by descriptions and recommendations for their

implementation. Fifteen more exercises appear in this edition than in the previous

one, focusing on “how new technology can be incorporated into teaching

information literacy” (viii).

Teaching Information Literacy gears itself toward those teaching a for-credit course; however, librarians teaching one-shot

instruction sessions can also glean ideas from the many examples provided. For example, Exercise 26 asks students to go

find a book on the shelves with only the book title and author’s name. In ten minutes they need to use their common sense

and any library signage to locate the book.  When they return, the instructor should ask several follow-up questions, such as

how they felt about this activity that gave so little in the way of clues, what they learned about the library, what information

would help them find their book, and what hints they discovered (54-55). Depending on the class, a one-shot session with

just 50 minutes may not have the time to do such an activity, but a semester-long information literacy class certainly could

enjoy that luxury.

This book gives ideas for the new librarian as well as the experienced practitioner. Exercise 28 might be appropriate for a

one- or two-shot instruction session. After teaching students how to read Library of Congress Classification System call

numbers with a website or handout, groups of three or four are asked to place books in call number order on a book truck.

Groups compete against each other for potential prizes (55-56). Fun and instructive activities liked this can enliven the class

and provide some variety for the librarian, while also teaching information literacy competency skills from ACRL’s

Information Literacy Competency Standards for Higher Education. Exercise 26 covers ACRL Standard 1,

Performance Indicators 1 and 4, while Exercise 28 addresses ACRL Standard 2, Performance Indicators 2 and 3.

Incidentally, the standards appear in the book’s appendix for easy reference, along with an index.
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Each of the three major authors works in the University of Rhode Island Libraries system.  Joanna Burkhardt is a Professor

Librarian and Head of the College of Continuing Education. She began teaching a for-credit information literacy class in

1999, and has written about her assessment efforts in “Assessing Library Skills: A First Step to Information Literacy.”

Mary C. MacDonald serves as an Associate Professor Librarian and Head of Instruction. In addition to the two editions of

this book, she has also worked with Burkhardt and Andrée J. Rathemacher on another book titled Creating a

Comprehensive Information Literacy Plan: A How-To-Do-It Manual and CD-ROM for Librarians (2005). Andrée J.

Rathemacher works as an Associate Librarian Professor and Head of Access Services.  ther contributors include Kate

Cheromcha, Amanda K. Izenstark, Jim Kinnie, and Peter J. Larsen. This group plus Mary MacDonald “won the ACRL

Instruction Section Innovation Award in 2006 for their ‘Issues of the Information Age’ public forum series” (133).

Overall, the authors and contributors provide excellent material instructors can implement immediately in their classrooms or

tweak to fit their individual styles. Beginning with the basic question, “What is Information?” and ending with a more intense

“paper trail project,” the exercises can guide librarians as they assist students in the direction of information literacy skill

development. This book is recommended for all librarians who teach in a higher educational institution.

Spencer Jardine is the Coordinator of Instruction at Eli M. Oboler Library at Idaho State University.
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Indian Intertribal  Warfare  [Review]
 

 

Reviewed by Kathy L. Chick

Red Was the Blood of Our Forefathers: Episodes from Crow Indian Intertribal

Warfare

Brian L. Keefe

Caldwell, Idaho:  Caxton Press, 2010

ISBN:  978-0-87004-472-4, Paperback

360 pages, $18.95

Red Was the Blood of Our Forefathers details some of the interactions between

the Crow Indians and other Indian tribes in the Big Horn and Yellowstone regions

of Montana and Wyoming. The Author, Brian L. Keefe, comes from England but

has a great interest in Native American history, especially the western plains

tribes. He holds a degree in Anthropology from Goldsmith’s College in London,

England, and has spent many years visiting North American tribes studying and

researching their various cultures, history, and religions. He has appeared on

television and radio as an authority on North American Indian cultures and has

given lectures on the subject. Keefe had the opportunity to visit with many

individuals from the Crow tribe to obtain the information provided in this book.

The book includes accounts of intertribal battles and Crow warfare strategies. It is interesting to learn that the various plains

Indians were similar in many of their thought processes, such as not wanting the tribe they had been fighting to think they

had gotten the better of them. Every conflict had a retaliation of some kind, whether it was horse stealing, taking captives,

burning lodges, or death. The Crow Indians were a smaller tribe and as a result were seen as vulnerable and often

attacked. This book describes their predicament and how they went about trying to change their status or “wealth” among

the plains tribes. Their primary goal was to become strong enough to live without constantly being harassed by the stronger,

larger tribes.

Keefe’s style of writing is accessible and entertaining. I  recommend this book to anyone who is interested in Native

Americans, Plains Indian lifestyles and warfare, and Western U.S. history. For those planning to travel through the state of

Montana, this would be an excellent book to achieve a higher level of appreciate for the area and its history. This book is

geared towards adult readers but older teens would be able to understand the content and the writings, making the book

suitable for upper high school research papers and reports. Cited works are included.  

Kathy L. Chick is the Library director at the Eastern Owyhee County Library in Grand View.  She enjoys U.S. history,

especially that of the western U.S.
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Reviewed by Cheri Rendler

Idaho Wine Country

Alan Minskoff, Photography by Paul Hosefros

Caldwell: Caxton Press, 2010

ISBN: 978-0-87004-479-3, Softcover

188 pages, $27.95

When entertaining guests from out of town, would you offer

them the wines of Washington, Oregon and California, or would

you prefer to offer a local vintage? The former certainly take

prominence on store shelves and in restaurants, and often

Idaho wines are not as easy to find. That landscape is

changing in many positive ways, as the authors of Idaho Wine

Country set out to illustrate by traveling the state, tasting the

various wines, and talking with those responsible for the

growing quality and reputation of Idaho wines and wineries.

Prompted by the emerging locavore movement and the 2007 designation of the Snake River Valley as an American

Viticulture Area (AVA), a nationally recognized grape growing region, journalism professor and poet Alan Minskoff and

former New York Times photographer and Idaho resident Paul Hosefros embarked on their own version of Sideways. Their

road trip spanned fifteen months, during which they visited Idaho vineyards and wine producers large and small.

The book profiles disparate entities such as the largest producer, Ste. Chapelle, and small warehouse producers such as

Cinder and Syringa. Minskoff details where the grapes come from, which wines are produced at each winery, and looks at

the history of each operation. He also explains the geology of the Snake River AVA and other grape-growing regions in the

state, comparing the soil, climatic conditions and latitude to well-known regions in Oregon, Washington, and France.

Hosefros provides panoramic photographs of the landscape and portraits of those at work in the Idaho wine industry.  

In their travels, the authors encountered small producers who make wine for the joy of it, as illustrated by quotes such as

one Jim Mitchell from Miceli who said, “I just make the wine we like and hope someone else will” (84). Regardless of size,

many of these wines are award winners and worth seeking out. Larger vineyards such as Sawtooth not only sell grapes to

others but also offer a selection of wines and have a tasting room open to the public. As Idaho wineries have increased from

15 to 42 in the last decade, the Sunnyslope area of southwest Idaho has emerged as a destination for wine tourists.

What emerges in Idaho Wine Country is not so much a wine guide as a paean to the people of the state who realized their

dreams to create fine wines. The focus is on the people who grow the grapes and/or produce the wines, how they made it
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happen, and what the future might bring.  Absent from the book are technical details or a directory of locations with

addresses and hours.  The book instead serves as a profile of people and geographical areas in the Idaho wine industry.

 The result is an attractive coffee table book and a source of  information on the emerging Idaho wine scene. This book is

recommended for public libraries and for academic libraries with regional history collections.

Cheri Rendler is the Collection Development Librarian for Meridian Library District.
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Reviewed by Zinthia Briceño-Rosales

Twenty-First-Century Kids,Twenty-First-Century Librarians

Virginia A. Walter

Chicago: American Library Association, 2010.

ISBN: 9780838910078, Paperback

112 pages, $45.00

In Twenty-First-Century Kids, Twenty-First-Century Librarians, Virginia Walter

outlines the history of children’s librarianship and then applies that context to a

discussion of her views on what is needed in children’s librarianship today.

According to Walter, children’s librarianship has not changed substantially over

time, although children have. “Those Jazz Age Children’s librarians prided

themselves on their knowledge of good children’s literature. They also took

responsibility for sharing that knowledge, thereby promoting good reading for boys

and girls” (24). In addition to teaching core literacy skills, however, Walter

suggests that children’s librarians need to be de facto leaders in their libraries in

order to motivate those around them.  While money may be tight throughout the

country, librarians still need to be energetic in their programming.

Walter references Luther Gulick’s seven-part tool for structuring and analyzing management skills. She also lays out

outcome-based planning, which is an approach in which program planning is based on previous outcomes and the

evaluation of existing programs. In a service-based industry such as librarianship, the incorporation of these two strategies

can create a never-ending spiral that can lead us all to better programs, service, and literacy.

While Walter covers a lot of ground in the book, she fails to specifically address skills other than reading that are currently

needed by our children, and that libraries can influence. While being literate is a vital skill in the Information Age, children

also need to know how to stay safe online, and they need to develop reasoning skills that might not have been as critical in

the past. By the end of the book the reader is left with many questions to which there are no true answers. She does,

however, leave the reader with great parting words: “The goal is good libraries for the children of today and better libraries

for the children of tomorrow” (89).

Overall this book is a great purchase, not only for children’s librarians but for all librarians in public services roles. Twenty-

first-century librarians will inevitably encounter the children who are growing up in this ever-changing information

environment.
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Zinthia Briceño-Rosales is a Research Services & Systems Librarian at Washington State University Libraries.
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Beyond Bear’s  Paw: The  Nez Perce  Indians in  Canada

[Review]
 

 

Reviewed by Christopher N. Fox

Beyond Bear’s Paw: The Nez Perce Indians in Canada

Jerome A. Greene

Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 2010

978-0-8061-4068-1, Hardcover

xv, 247 pages, $24.95

In the annals of Native American history and the contentious relationship between

the North American Indians and the United States government, there is arguably

nothing more epic than the 1,700 mile retreat made by the non-treaty Nez Perce

Indians with the U.S. Army on its heels. That perilous journey, over incredibly

rough mountain passes, through deep canyons, and across vast stretches of

wilderness, ended at the Bear’s Paw Mountains. There Chief Joseph and most of

the other 750 or so tribe members with him were forced to surrender, just thirty

miles short of the safety of the Canadian border.

The story of those who surrendered is well documented. However, not all of the

Nez Perce Indians conceded defeat, either because of defiance or simple bad luck. The story of the

nearly three hundred who continued on to Canada and joined Sitting Bull’s exiled Sioux is not as well known. Jerome A.

Greene, a retired research historian for the National Park Service, admirably fills that gap with this engaging and riveting

book, Beyond Bear’s Paw: The Nez Perce Indians in Canada. Considering the dearth of readily available information on this

subject, this is a story whose telling is long overdue.

The three hundred Nez Perce who were able to escape the clutches of the U.S. Army in the Bear’s Paw Mountains had to

journey across the border with few (if any) supplies in a heavy snowstorm in October 1877. Their arrival in Canada only

added to what had become a source of tension between the United States and its northern neighbor. The Sioux had fled

there only a year or two before, and with the arrival of the Nez Perce, the problem for the governments of the United States,

Canada, and Great Britain (which had granted Canada autonomy, but still managed its foreign affairs) was compounded.

Greene makes the most of his qualifications and experience to dig deeply into the archives and resources of both countries

and weave a wonderfully complex yet readable story. With great skill he objectively conveys the dilemmas facing the major

players in this international incident.

On the northern side of the border, the Canadians felt obliged to provide these tribes safe haven even though it directly

impacted the welfare and survival of their own native peoples who competed for the same food and resources. The

Canadians did not agree with the terms the Americans were offering the Nez Perce, which required them to surrender as
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prisoners of war, thus stripping them of the few horses and weapons they still had. Meanwhile the U.S. Army was showing

great restraint by not crossing the border to forcibly repatriate the renegades, even though the Nez Perce often crossed

back into the United States to hunt for the ever-dwindling buffalo. What results is a delicate diplomatic dance conducted by

the agents of both governments, making this book as much a case study in diplomacy as a history. Most fascinating of all is

Greene’s detailed description of various negotiations between agents of the Canadian and American governments with

representatives from the tribes. The insight provided by original sources Greene has located makes the book a valuable

contribution to the complicated, often tragic history of Anglo-Native American relations.

This book is essential for all libraries with collections on Western History, Canadian Studies and Native American Studies.

Even libraries with only modest collections on this topic really need to consider adding this book, as it completes a story that

cannot be fully understood without it. With an extensive bibliography and copious, elucidating textual notes, this book is a

true gem.

Christopher N. Fox is a Catalog Librarian at BYU-Idaho McKay Library, and a recent devotee of local history.

The Idaho Librarian (ISSN: 2151-7738) is a publication of the Idaho Library Association.
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Reviewed by Melissa Crooks

Public Libraries Going Green

Kathryn Miller

Chicago: American Library Association, 2010

ISBN: 978-0-8389-1018-4, Paperback

103 pages, $45.00

Is your library preparing to evolve into a more environmentally sustainable entity?

Kathryn Miller’s Public Libraries Going Green is an easily accessible guide for

those looking for ideas to get started. Holding multiple advanced degrees and a

working background in public library service, Miller is well-equipped to understand

the challenges facing public libraries in their green endeavors. She describes

green aspects of electronic databases, e-books, audiobooks, OPACs and more,

as well as green methods to conduct collection development, weeding, and

disposal processes. While many libraries may already be implementing Miller’s

suggestions, it is helpful to see her thorough explanations concerning the impact

these choices make.

The book emphasizes the public library’s responsibility to set an example of environmental

responsibility while also educating and supporting our communities to help them move forward on environmental initiatives.

It is a tall order, but it is also hard to argue against--public libraries are in a prime position to educate and influence our

communities as a whole. In a time when libraries are struggling to justify their worth, this may be an opportunity to fill a

much-needed role as environmental ambassadors to our communities.

Somewhat out of place is the detailed attention to fields and subfields in MARC cataloging records and how one might use

the notes field to indicate books printed on recycled paper; it seems a bit of a stretch that patrons would consider this in

selecting materials in a public library setting. Nonetheless, Miller also provides valuable, practical examples of programming

ideas related to green practices that are unlikely to be included in other general green resources. A useful starting point for

libraries, this book also provides information that can be applied to other businesses and homes.

Public Libraries Going Green appears to be the only book currently available focusing on the green practices of libraries.

Extensive resources are provided in chapter notes and an alphabetically organized appendix, index, and list of resources.

For its quick reference potential and comprehensible style, this title is recommended for and will be most appreciated by

those looking for an overview of how to get started in operating a green library that offers environmental services to its

community.

Melissa Crooks is a Circulation Librarian at Coeur d’Alene Public Library.
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 Digital  Archives  101 Workshop  

 

by Erin Passehl and Amy Vecchione

Boise State University librarians Erin Passehl and Amy Vecchione were invited by the 2010 Idaho Library Association

Conference Planning Committee to present on the topic of “creating digital archives.” Idaho is a state that currently lacks a

centralized digital repository or consortium and, as a result, there are libraries and historical societies around the state

without the training or skills to create digital collections. Yet these organizations have rich collections pertinent to the history

of Idaho, ranging from original manuscripts to historic photos.

Passehl and Vecchione geared their presentation towards how to get started with digital collections and how even small

institutions can start the digitization planning process. The workshop was not an in-depth explanation about standards or

scanning processes; instead they presented the different issues to consider when planning for digital projects. By creating a

Digital Collection Resources toolkit to accompany the presentation, Passehl and Vecchione hoped to help smaller

libraries understand the process and resources needed to start creating their digital collections.

The digital archives toolkit includes a handout, subject guide to digital collections, and a digitization workflow to help library

staff and volunteers plan for a digital project. The handout was designed to provide workshop participants with digital

collections resources and to begin working through the digitization planning process. The handout provided participants with

basic questions to consider before starting a digital collection, including what formats to digitize, the audience and reason

behind digitizing materials, identifying staff or volunteers available to work on the digital collection, and the predicted 

challenges facing institutions when creating and managing digital projects. Participants broke into small groups and

discussed these questions together and with the presenters.

 

http://www.idaholibraries.org/idlibrarian/index.php/idaho-librarian/article/view/61/156



The purpose of the Digital Collections Resources Toolkit was to provide resources for those wanting to start creating digital

collections; to showcase Idaho’s digital collections; to provide a way to search across Idaho’s digital collections; to store

presentation materials for conference participants; and to maintain a selected bibliography of books and articles pertinent to

digital collections. Additionally, libraries around the state may use the search tools and subject lists to identify potential

partners in future digital collections.

The third part of the presentation included a digitization workflow to help library staff visualize the digitization process.

Because workflows are not typically linear, especially when working with digital collections, Passehl created the digitization

workflow using Prezi, a free, web-based presentation application that uses a blank canvas instead of   presentation slides,

where users can zoom in and out of a visual map. The goal of the workflow was to show that digital projects are not just

about scanning and metadata, but include everything from determining the audience and goals of the project to promoting

and marketing digital collections. The presentation emphasized the importance of project management and thorough

planning of digital projects, including the purpose behind digitizing materials (preservation, popularity, etc.), how the final

product will look and function, and if the project will be sustainable. Passehl and Vecchione also emphasized quality control

checks at multiple points throughout the digitization process, including scanning, metadata, and online presence.

Both librarians were asked to present on this topic because of their experience with digital collections. Vecchione’s

experience began as a student on an early digitization project in California, and more recently included digitizing a mining

collection at the Idaho State Historical Society. She has also worked at the Idaho Commission for Libraries on [Stacks],

Idaho’s digital repository of state documents, and with historical collections using Flickr. Passehl is an archivist in Special

Collections where she oversees Albertsons Library Digital Collections. Passehl’s previous experience was in Wisconsin,

where she created the first digital repository for student theses at Cardinal Stritch University and volunteered at Marquette

University on the “Women in Blue and Gold” athletic digital collection.

Erin Passehl is an Archivist and Amy Vecchione is a Librarian, both at Boise State University's Albertsons Library. 
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 Editorial :  Supporting Idaho’s Future  Librarians  

 

 

If there’s one thing we’re missing in Idaho

higher education, it’s a Master’s-level

program in library and information science.

Going to graduate school is challenging

enough when you live in the same town as

your school. Having to virtually commute

and fit online courses into an already busy

schedule adds a whole new layer of

challenge. Not to mention that online

education, despite the benefits of

convenience, can be more challenging as

online students require more self-motivation

and independence than students in the

classroom. Online students have little

opportunity to gain perspectives from

classmates, and having face-to-face contact

with the professor is out of the question. The

online medium creates a barrier between the student and professor can make it difficult to hold a substantial conversation to

discuss difficulties, material, or whatever is at issue. 

That’s why it’s so important that the people of Idaho libraries—and particularly those who already possess the sought-after

piece of paper stamped “M.A.” or “M.L.I.S.”—need to be supportive of those pursuing our field’s terminal degree. The Idaho

Library Association made a giant step in this direction recently by adding a student representative to the ILA Executive

Board, our association’s decision-making body. This position was proposed by Amy Vecchione, supported by the full board,

and approved by the ILA membership at the latest Annual Conference in Post Falls, Idaho. As per the association’s revised

by-laws, the student representative serves as:

A liaison between the library student community and the Association. Communicates the needs of current

and future students for consideration in decision-making by the ILA Board. Shall be appointed by the

President, with board approval, for a two-year term. Appointments shall be made in even-number years.

Student Representative shall attend all ILA Board meetings as a voting member. In order to keep the

membership informed, shall submit a written report at the annual business meeting of the Association, at the

Executive Board meetings and at other times as requested.

For those who aren’t familiar with how the ILA Board works, a notable detail in this new student role is that it’s a voting

position. Not only is the Student Representative invited to all business meetings, s/he will also have a voice in making

decisions that affect all libraries in Idaho. By granting voting privileges to the Student Representative, ILA is telling all library

 

http://www.idaholibraries.org/idlibrarian/index.php/idaho-librarian/article/view/62/157



school students in Idaho that their voice matters. This decision will also open doors for students and help them see the

importance of library associations in every aspect of their career. Plus, getting students involved with ILA will be a learning

opportunity not only for the students, but also for those who have been in the field for many years.

At The Idaho Librarian we’re proud to announce that we have added a library school student to our editorial board. Lizzy

Walker, a recent Boise State graduate of the English program and a member of the University of North Texas’s SWIM

Cohort in Idaho, has jumped on board this fall as Co-Editor of the journal.  We hope that Lizzy’s involvement will help The

Idaho Librarian gain new energy and become more relevant to library school students around the state. We’re including an

introductory note from Lizzy below.

The Idaho Library Association and The Idaho Librarian are pleased to be able to create these new opportunities to support

Idaho’s future librarians. We hope that other libraries and library organizations in Idaho will seek out additional ways to

support library school students in their communities as well.

Photo at top by fabi_k on Flickr

Greetings, fellow MLIS students and librarians... Signed, Lizzy  

When I started searching for information and schools for a Masters degree in LIS, I was disappointed to discover there were

no colleges or universities here that offered a program. I didn’t want to leave the comfort of my own state, let alone city, nor

did my husband and I want to leave our family and friends in the area. I devoted many a sleepless night to fretting over my

choice—either to stay here and work on a Master’s that would not get me closer to my desired profession, or pack up and

leave.

Enter Dr. Yvonne Chandler from the University of North Texas. The semester I was slated to graduate, she visited the Boise

State Campus to recruit for the SWIM cohort. I jumped at the chance to become a library school student, and here I am in

the first semester on a road to an exciting and active career. 

Something I noticed right away is that being a librarian is so much more than a job. Advocacy and activism are two terms

that I’ve come across often while chatting with fellow librarians and MLS students, as well as reading through the ALA’s

American Libraries (AL) Direct. Many librarians seem to feel a great sense of ethical responsibility in their work, which is

probably the most interesting part to me. Joining the ILA and ALA have given me access to valuable resources and have

opened my eyes to issues and events that are happening in the world of libraries.

I currently work two jobs, a full-time job at Zamzows, part-time at the Boise State Alberstons Library, and I’m a board

member for the Medieval Society of Southwest Idaho. I also have a supportive husband who encourages me when I feel

bogged down. When I find myself feeling overwhelmed with classwork and the prospect of more online courses, I reflect on

how far I’ve come and what my current path is. A future in library science is the right road for me, and I look forward to

working with the wonderful librarians in this state.

Lizzy Walker

Co-Editor, The Idaho Librarian
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ILA Presenter’s Postscript: Building Bridges for a Greener World: Creating a Sustainable Living Collection

Becky Kemery and I enjoyed sharing our experiences in creating the East Bonner County Library District’s Sustainable

Living Collection, which focuses on the skills and philosophies leading to resilient, sustainable households and communities.

While our collection is one of the earliest sustainable living collections, there are now others which are more visible on the

web, such as the Madison (Wisconsin) Public Library. During the workshop, observations shared by other librarians on

the importance of these materials due to tough times in various Idaho communities were very informative. The University of

Idaho staff in attendance told us about their special collections, including early extension bulletins on the web and

collections of historic Idaho photos.

Becky and I are involved in another round of fundraising for the collection and have more ideas for improvements.  If you

would like more information, such as our list of the 20 top circulating materials in our collection, contact me. Becky’s yurt

website is at yurtinfo.org.

--Submitted by Gloria Ray

Burley High School Media Specialist Wins Grant to Use Nooks in the Classroom

The Idaho Humanities Council awarded David Badger, Burley High School Media Specialist, a teacher incentive grant for

$996 to pilot an innovative program to enhance reading for students with impairments. The grant has been used to

purchase two new electronic book devices called “Nooks” as well as a number of e-books and audio books.

The Nook is a book-sized device that allows the student to read the text on its display and at the same time listen to audio

version. This gives the student added contextual clues and authentic pronunciation that will aid in his or her understanding

of the written word. These devices possess other cutting edge technology features such as the ability to adjust font size to

an extra large setting to be read from a glare-free display that appears very much like paper. The Nook is about the same

size and weight as a paperback book. It has a storage capacity of about 1,500 titles and a battery life of about 10 days

between charges. This allows a student to take a virtual library home with them to work on assignments or read for

pleasure.

With the help of cooperating English teachers, students have been identified who can benefit most from this technology.

The Nooks are checked out just like ordinary books and students are able to use them with minimal instruction. Burley High

School Media Center is grateful to the Idaho Humanities Council for the opportunity to use this generous grant to benefit

students with reading difficulties.

 

http://www.idaholibraries.org/idlibrarian/index.php/idaho-librarian/article/view/63/158



--Submitted by David Badger

Books With Beat @ Your Library

The Cascade Public Library and Cascade Schools are launching a poetry slam on the theme “Books With Beat @ Your

Library.” This project is involving all the literature students at the school including the grades 7 through 12. The aim of the

project is to acquaint the students with the "Beat Generation" and their style of writing poetry. All grades will be submitting

poems in this style; submitted poems will be turned over to a panel of judges and 1st, 2nd, and 3rd-place winners will read

their poems at a special event at the Roxy Theatre on November 1st at 12:45p.m. with an open mic session to follow. The

school is bringing all students to this event and there will be prizes for each grade level.

--Submitted by Cascade Public Library
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